The kinematic and algorithmic singularities in controlling robotic manipulators have been investigated intensively because they are not predictable or difficult to avoid. The problem with handling these singularities is an unnecessary performance reduction in non-singular region and the difficulty in performance tuning. In this paper, we propose a method of avoiding kinematic and algorithmic singularities by applying a task reconstruction approach while maximizing the task performance by calculating singularity measures. The proposed method is implemented by removing the component approaching the singularity calculated by using singularity measure in real time. The outstanding feature of the proposed task reconstruction method (TR-method) is that it is based on a local task reconstruction as opposed to the local joint reconstruction of many other approaches. And, this method has dynamic task priority assignment feature which ensures the system stability under singular regions owing to the change of task priority. The TR-method enables us to increase the task controller gain to improve the task performance whereas this increase can destabilize the system for the conventional algorithms in real experiments. In addition, the physical meaning of tuning parameters is very straightforward. Hence, we can maximize task performance even near the singular region while simultaneously obtaining the singularity-free motion. The advantage of the proposed method is experimentally tested by using the 7-dof spatial manipulator, and the result shows that the new method improves the performance several times over the existing algorithms.
Introduction
Singularities are intrinsic to all mechanisms used in robotics in the form of serial and parallel, redundant and nonredundant manipulators. To date, five types of singularities have been reported. They are kinematic singularity (KS), algorithmic singularity (AS) [2, 3] , semi-kinematic singularity (SKS) [16] , semi-algorithmic singularity (SAS) [29] , and representation singularity (RS) [30] . The graphical examples for these singularities are shown in Fig. 1 . Among them, in this paper, we focus only on the KS and AS avoidance problem [4, 8-14, 17-19, 21, 25, 28, 31, 34, 35] .
[ Figure 1 about here.]
For the KS, many avoidance algorithms have been proposed, for example, the singularity-robust inverse (SRI) method [8, 10, 18, 21, 35] , the path tracking method [12, 23, 24] , and the normal form approach [34] . Of these avoidance algorithms, the SRI method is widely used for its simplicity. However, the tuning procedure is ambiguous, and the method results in excessive performance reduction in nonsingular regions. The path tracking method has to firstly deal with the degree of freedom system larger than the original one. Moreover, the system has to reduce the velocity entering ordinary singular region which arise at the end of workspace, and stop exactly at the very singular points. The normal form approach requires the exact singularity information, so it is not practical.
Yet, only a few attempts have been made for the avoidance of the AS [8, 17, 28 ]. Chiaverini's optimization method is free from the algorithmic singularity, but there arise tremendous secondary task errors. Hence, to increase task performance, Park et al. [28] proposed a Bordered Grammian method. However, it introduces another type of singularity and the performance leaves much room for improvement.
Changing the desired path is an alternative solution to the problem, and the singularity-free path can be generated by motion planning algorithms [6, 7, 14, 15, 33] . However, in autonomous and tele-operated manipulations, the path planning method is restricted from the viewpoint of real-time aspect. This paper introduces a novel method for avoiding both kinematic and algorithmic singularities.
This method is called the TR(Task Reconstruction)-method, which modifies the original path into a safe path near the singularities in real-time. It is capable of generating a smooth trajectory even near the singularities. First, to reconstruct the desired path using the TR-method, a certain criterion or measure is needed for deciding how far the system is located from the singular region. Then, the dangerous direction with respect to the singularity measure is derived in the task space. Next, the component approaching the singularity is removed from the desired task. Finally, a restoring action will be added if the measure is lying under the pre-defined threshold value. Those procedures of TR-method can be analyzed in the framework of dynamic task priority based method. Namely, when the system stability goes poor as approaching the singular region, the stability recovery action is assigned the highest task priority over the given desired task. And, in the stable region, the given desired task has the highest task priority to improve the task performance. In the TR-method, the dynamic change of priority is executed automatically.
In contrast to the existing methods, the proposed TR-method has four major characteristic features that distinguish it from other avoidance methods. First, the TR-method can be applied to avoid both kinematic and algorithmic singularities. Second, it not only ensures a singularity-free path but also offers an excellent task performance. In contrast to the local joint reconstruction property of many other singularity avoidance methods, the proposed method is based on a local task reconstruction. This allows a high task controller gain required for improving the task performance, whereas the gain can destabilize the system for conventional methods in real experiments. The details are explained in Section 3.1. Third, the tuning process of the TR-method has a very clear physical meaning because it is based on the singularity measure. Finally, the TR-method can be extended to multiple tasks to remove all the kinematic and algorithmic singularities recursively. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly explains preliminary concepts, and Section 3 introduces the TR-method in a single task case and performance tuning strategy. The advantage of the local task reconstruction is also explained with conventional local joint reconstruction method. And, the dynamic task priority characteristic of the TR-method is analyzed. In Section 4, the TR-method is extended to avoid both kinematic and algorithmic singularities in the task-priority based scheme.
Section 5 addresses the idea of avoiding recursively all the kinematic and algorithmic singularities in multiple tasks. Then Section 6 shows experimental results of the TR-method in three cases: a single task with the kinematic singularity, two subtasks with the algorithmic singularity, and two subtasks with both the kinematic and algorithmic singularities. Their performances are compared with existing avoidance algorithms [8] . Finally, the concluding remarks will summarize the present study.
Preliminaries

Inverse Kinematics and Kinematic Singularity
The kinematic output of a generic robotic manipulator is usually represented by a manipulation variable, r ∈ m . A manipulation variable may be, for example, the position and orientation of the end-effector, the measure of manipulability, and/or any other functions of the joint variable, q ∈ n :
If a small variation is made, the relationship between δr and δq is given by:
where J (q) ∈ m×n is the Jacobian matrix of the manipulation variable, r. In resolved motion rate control [36] , we compute δq for a given δr and q by solving the linear system, Eq. (2). In general, this is done by using the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian matrix as follows [20] :
where J + (q) ∈ n×m is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of J (q), y ∈ n is an arbitrary vector and I n ∈ n×n indicates an identity matrix. And, if the kinematic equation is a non-redundant case (m = n), J + (q) is equal to J −1 (q) and (I − J + (q)J (q)) becomes 0.
In Eq. (3), a kinematic singular point is defined as the joint configuration vector value q * where J (q * ) is not of full row rank. Its pseudo-inverse, J + (q * ), is not defined at such configuration, hence the appropriate joint velocity cannot be determined. In other words, singularity is defined as the occurrence of indeterminateness in the instantaneous kinematics, rather than as the conditioning of the manipulator Jacobian only. Moreover, in the neighborhood of singular points, even a small change in δr may require an enormous change in δq, which is practically infeasible in real manipulators and also dangerous for the structure.
The damped least-squares method [35] is a classical and simple way to overcome this drawback. It consists in adding a regularization term acting in the neighborhood of the singularities:
Consequently, the damped least square solution of Eq. (2) would be as follows:
However, the main disadvantage of this approach is a loss of performance and increased tracking errors [8] . Choice of a damping constant must balance the required performance and the errors allowed. To overcome those defects, a variable damping factor [21] and numerical filtering of the velocity components are introduced. As shown in Eqs. (6) and (7), Chiaverini also proposed a modified inverse adding the damping parameter only to the lowest singular values, σ m [8] . Their results are shown to be better than those of the damped least-squares method, but still have the tuning problem of the damping coefficient.
where σ m is the lowest singular value and u m is the corresponding output singular vector.
Task-Priority Based Method and Algorithmic Singularity
Nakamura [22] introduced the inverse kinematics taking the priority of the subtasks into account. Let the manipulation variable r 1 ∈ m 1 be the first priority task:
and the differential relationship of Eq. (8) is:
where J 1 (q) ∈ m1×n is the Jacobian matrix of the first manipulation variable, r 1 . Similarly, if we have additional degrees of freedom, let the manipulation variable r 2 ∈ m2 be the secondary task:
where J 2 (q) ∈ m2×n is the Jacobian matrix of the secondary task, r 2 .
Equation (9) has an infinite variety of solutions for δq, whose general solution is obtained by using the pseudo-inverse solution of the Jacobian matrix:
Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (11), we obtain:
If the exact solution of y exists, Eq. (13) implies that the second manipulation variable can be realized.
Generally, the exact solution does not exist. However, we can obtain y that minimizes δr 2 − J 2 J 1 + δr 1 in the least square sense by using the pseudo-inverse again:
Finally, substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (12), we obtain:
For three or more tasks, consider a generic i-th task characterized by
where J i (q) is the Jacobian of i-th task, then i-th task should be executed with a lower priority with respect to the previous (i − 1)-th task.
The previous procedure suggests the general task-priority formulations for t subtasks case as follows [1, 32] :
where δq t is the resultant of a recursive formulation and P i is a projection matrix.
In Eq. (18) 
Even though Chiaverini's formulation does not include algorithmic singularities, it brings larger errors for the secondary task [28] .
Singularity Measures
To examine which configuration is singular or close to singular, we need a singularity measure. For kinematic singularities, the manipulability measure [37] is well known. And, for algorithmic singularities, O'Neil et al. [26] used a singularity measure by applying the secondary task Jacobian and null basis matrix of the primary task Jacobian. However, the algorithmic singularity measure by O'Neil also contains the characteristics of the secondary task kinematic singularity. The measure we use will be described in the following sections.
Up to this point, we have summarized both kinematic and algorithmic singularities and the typical approaches to overcoming those singularities. In the following section, we propose a new method, which is capable of avoiding both kinematic and algorithmic singularities.
Task Reconstruction Method in Single Task
In this section, the concept of TR-method is introduced, and it is applied to the kinematic singularity avoidance in a single task case.
[ Figure The first and second steps set the limits to the singular region, and examine how far away the manipulator is from singularity, and determine which direction is dangerous in the task space. And then, the reconstruction is executed along with the third and fourth steps. The details are given below.
Let's recall the inverse kinematic relations in Eq. (3):
Here, it is assumed that J (q) always has a full row rank, that is, it never meets singular points. This somewhat strong assumption will be always satisfied, unless the TR-method fails to work correctly.
Without loss of generality for the following procedure in Eq. (3), we can use the general solution only,
i.e., y = 0 and δq = J + (q)δr.
Firstly, the singularity measure is defined as m(q) 1 . For m(q), zero represents the singular point and a larger value is desirable.
To reconstruct the desired task using the singularity measure, we have to define constant surfaces of the singularity measure using the task variables. It can be acquired by the small variation of the measure, δm(q) = 0. The small variation of m(q) is calculated as follows:
In order to have δm(q) = 0, Eq. (20) implies that the given task, δr, must be orthogonal to the vector:
or, equivalently, δr must lie on the surface defined by:
To eliminate the portion approaching the singular point from the desired task, the surface normal vector is required. Let n m be the unitary vector orthogonal to the surface of Eq. (22):
Now, the component approaching singularity should be eliminated by projecting the given task to the constant surface as
However, for the performance of the desired task, such projection must be done only when approaching a pre-defined singularity region. For that aim, it is necessary to introduce a weight in Eq. (24) as follows:
where k 1 (m) is a shape function equal to zero for values of m(q) which represents the safe region, and equals to 1 for values of m(q) smaller than the boundary of singular region, m. In the middle of these two regions, k 1 (m) is considered smooth. In this paper, the shape function is defined as Eq. (26):
where σ is the tuning variable for the acting range of TR-method. It will be explained later.
In addition, we must ensure that the trajectory leave the surface by acting the task correction in Eq. (25) only when the scalar product δr · n m is negative, that is, when the singularity measure, m(q), is decreasing:
where 
where K r is a scalar gain. The last term of Eq. (28) produces a restoring action toward the surface, starting when δr p has no components along the gradient (m ≤ m).
Finally, the reconstructed task trajectory can be obtained as Eq. (28), and it is expressed symbolically as follows:
The schematic diagram of the reconstructed procedure is depicted in Fig. 3 .
[ Figure 3 about here.]
In Eqs. (26) and (29), there are three tuning parameters, i.e., m, σ, and K r : m means the threshold value for safety, σ represents the acting range of the TR-method, and K r is an escaping gain. Here, we can predict the task performance by adjusting m. Each parameters should be adjusted to find optimal values by trial-and-error method, but there is a guideline to set the initial values. m and σ are adequate the 3 ∼ 5% of the maximum workspace to satisfy fair system stability and task performance.
For example, if the maximum workspace is 1m, the initial m and σ are set to 0.03 ∼ 0.05. A small value of m guarantees the performance, but getting too close to zero may cause singularity owing to the numerical errors. Figure 4 shows the physical meaning of tuning parameters.
[ Figure 4 about here.]
Performance Limitation of Conventional DLS Method
Most of the widely used singularity avoidance algorithms are local joint reconstruction algorithms. In other words, for the given desired task near singular regions, the joint trajectory is reconstructed by the modified Jacobian. Especially after the singular regions, the controller changes into a non-singular region controller along the pre-defined condition. At this moment, if the task is deviated much from the desired task, the controller can not guarantee the stability in real experiments.
In the DLS method, for example, that error comes mainly from the variable which represents the size of the singular region. A large value introduces the overshoot(undershoot) error after the singular region by large task error, which seems to be a step disturbance input response with a high gain. Moreover, if the controller uses high gain, it will destabilize the system especially when we perform experiments. Hence, to prevent this fluctuation, if a low gain is used, the residual error remains long.
On the other hand, a small value destabilizes the system by numerical error and/or the limitation of control frequency. So, whether to improve the path tracking performance or stabilize the system becomes a dilemma because the local joint reconstruction algorithms do not estimate where the task goes while during passing through the singular regions.
On the contrary, the TR-method is a local task reconstruction method. Even though there may be task errors in the singular region, the controller tries to track the reconstructed task internally. Hence the task error is much smaller after escaping the singular regions. A high gain helps to reduce the error, and after the singular region, there is no step-response-like phenomenon. This is the main advantage of the proposed TR-method and will be verified by experiments in the later sections.
Dynamic Task Priority based Method
Now, we discuss about the Eq. (28) using task priority approach. Let's define J r1 using n m in Eq. (23):
Then the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of J r1 is:
Therefore, we can rewrite Eq. (28) as:
Here, according to the values of m, Eq. (33) can be considered as:
where
Now, let k 2 and δr be the first and second manipulation variables, respectively. Then J r1 is the Jacobian matrix of the first manipulation variable, and the Jacobian of the second manipulation variable, J r2 , can be defined as the identity matrix, I m . The general task priority based solution is written as [20] :
And, the simplified form ofĴ r2 iŝ
It can be easily shown that theĴ r2 is idempotent and symmetric which are the characteristics of a projection matrix. In this case,Ĵ + r2 is the same asĴ r2 from Penrose conditions as following:
Therefore, Eq. (35) becomes like as:
Eq. (38) is equivalent with Eq. (34) when m < m+σ. Hence it can be concluded that under circumstance of m < m + σ, the restoring action to the surface of m(q) = m is assigned as the first priority task.
While m ≥ m + σ, the desired task, δr, becomes the first priority task and there exists no extra task. As a result, the task priority is dynamically assigned to improve the system stability in dangerous region and the task performance in safe region.
Task Reconstruction Method in Two Subtasks
In this section, singularities that occur in a two subtasks case are avoided by the TR-method. In this case, the algorithmic singularity in addition to the kinematic singularity affects the system. For example, in the case of two subtasks as in Eq. (39), there are three singularities: the primary and secondary task kinematic singularities, plus the algorithmic singularity by conflicting two subtasks.
The primary task kinematic singularity occurs when J 1 + can not be determined. Similarly, ifĴ + 2 cannot be determined as in Eq. (39), the secondary task kinematic singularity and algorithmic singularity arise.
These two singularities related to theĴ + 2 could be dealt with individually. However, the interaction effect between the two singularities is not clear, so a good situation for one might be the opposite for the other. Hence, it is more reasonable to deal with the two singularities simultaneously by usingĴ 2 .
In our TR-method, the modified secondary task 2 related to theĴ + 2 has to be reconstructed to prevent J 2 singularity. In using the TR-method, first of all, a singularity measure is required as described before.
The reasonable index for the secondary task is the manipulability form ofĴ 2 as shown below [26] :
And, Eq. (41) can be rewritten more precisely as [27] det Ĵ 2Ĵ
det
where n and m represent joint and primary task space dimension, respectively. r = n − m. Z 1 means null space basis matrix of J 1 and it can be obtained in a symbolic form [5, 27] as follows:
Note that the derivative of singularity measure is required to apply the TR-method. However, the derivative of Eq. (42) is very complicated and beyond the scope of this paper. In this paper, only the numerator of Eq. (42) is used for the singularity measure, m 2 (q):
If the TR-method is applied to the primary task, the denominator of Eq. (42) stays above the given threshold value. Therefore, Eq. (42) is non zero as far as Eq. (46) is non-zero. Hence, although Eq. (46) is not an exact measure for the secondary task, it can be used as a restricted measure.
To satisfy the task-priority requirement, the TR-method for two subtasks is executed recursively,
Firstly, the primary task is reconstructed by the TR-method
Similarly, the modified secondary task can be reconstructed with the primary reconstructed task, δq 1
Hence, the final form of the TR-method is given as Figure 5 depicts the schematic block diagram of the above reconstruction.
[ Figure 5 about here.]
The results of the TR-method for two subtasks gave us the idea of recursive formulation for three or more subtasks. The general recursive TR-method for task-priority will be discussed in the following section.
Recursive Task Reconstruction Formulation for Multiple Subtasks
Let us recall the general recursive formulation for task-priority in Eq. (18). If we can define the singularity measure according to the additional tasks, all singularities in multiple subtasks can be dealt with in the framework of the recursive TR-method.
In Eq. (18),Ĵ i (= J i P i−1 ) is rewritable using null basis matrix as described below:
whereẐ i represents null basis matrix which satisfies the following relation:
Hence, the possible candidate of i-th singularity measure is
Eq. (57) explains the number of i singularities, which are the kinematic singularity of i-th task and the algorithmic singularities between i-th task and higher priority (i − 1) tasks.
However, as explained in the previous section, the derivative of Eq. (57) is also very complex, so we define a simpler but reasonable form for the recursive singularity measure as follows:
And, for the primary task, the measure, M 1 = det{J 1 J 1 T }, is the same as the original manipulability measure [37] .
Then, the general recursive formulation for task-priority using the TR-method is obtained:
and we need an additional TR-process
The performance of the TR-method will be verified in the next section.
Experiments
[ Figure 6 about here.]
[ The experimental manipulator is a 7-DOF spatial redundant manipulator which is the MARIS7080 underwater manipulator in University of Hawaii (Fig. 6) . It is equipped with SAUVIM (Semi-Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle for Intervention Missions). Table 1 describes the DH-parameter of MARIS7080. The arm, designed for underwater applications at high depths, is internally compensated with appropriate oil. Each degree of freedom is actuated by a brushless motor with a reduction unit (spur gear). The accuracy of the angles measure is assured by two resolvers (respectively before and after the gear). A force/torque sensor, set between the last degree of freedom of the wrist (G7) and the gripper, allows the acquisition of force and torque data acting on the gripper. And, the arm is aimed for semi-autonomous operation in deep sea (remoted and autonomous), hence the singularity problem is one of the most important concerns.
To compare the performance of the TR-method with the previous works, we introduce an algorithmic error that denotes an inevitable error minus a real error. Here, the inevitable error comes from physical characteristics of the manipulator, for example, workspace and joint limit (See Fig. 7) . Thus, since we cannot overcome the inevitable error by algorithm, hardware design is the only way to avoid the inevitable error. So, we can readily compare the performances by using the algorithmic error.
[ Figure 7 about here.]
However, it is not easy to define the algorithmic error occurring in spatial motion. So, firstly, an
x-z planar motions are considered. In this case, only joints 3, 4, and 6 of the MARIS7080 are working.
And then, for the general spatial motion, an x-y circular trajectory is given with all the joints. For each trajectory, experiments were conducted in the following three cases:
• Case I: Single task with kinematic singularity;
• Case II: Two subtasks with algorithmic singularity; and,
• Case III: Two subtasks with both kinematic and algorithmic singularities.
Experiments with planar motions
Case I
The desired task is given as 0.3m radius circular trajectory. Some part of the desired task lies outside of the workspace: this brings the manipulator to encounter the kinematic singularity. The results were compared with those of the damped least-squares inverse with numerical filtering method (DLS method) [8] which is widely used for avoiding the kinematic singularity (Eqs. (6) and (7)).
The control frequency is 50Hz, and m is set to 0.05, σ = 0.05, and K r = 0.5. For the DLS method, and λ max are set to 0.2 and 0.1, respectively. And, for both algorithms, the same task controller gains were used as K 1 = [20 20] T . They were tuned up for the best task performance and stability.
[ Fig. 8(c) ). But, in Fig. 8(d) , the singularity measure goes close to zero, hence a high gain or a large task error would destabilize the system due to numerical errors.
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) present the results of comparative analysis of the norm of task errors and the norm of algorithmic errors. For the DLS method, a large overshoot occurs before and after the singular region. As can be seen in the figures, the performance of the TR-method is about 3 times better than that of the DLS method in terms of the algorithmic error. In Fig. 9(a) , the errors come from the characteristics of the local joint reconstruction between about 35s and 40s, and around 60s as explained in the previous section. And also, in the DLS method, the step disturbance input response as explained in Section 3.1 is shown after singular regions. That is a high gain effect. Actually, when we reduced value and/or raised the task gains used in the DLS experiment to increase the performance, the system became unstable.
Case II
[ Figure 10 about here.]
[ Figure 11 about here.]
In this case, two desired subtasks were given. The primary desired task was 0.2m radius circular trajectory, and the secondary task was given as constant RPY angle, (π, 0, −π/2). In this case, there was no primary task kinematic singularity. However, some part of the desired tasks was conflicting between the primary task and the secondary task: this brings the manipulator to encounter algorithmic singularity.
The results are compared with those of the algorithmic singularity avoidance method (ASAM) [8] ,
The control frequency is the same as Case I. m 2 is set to 0.075, σ 2 = 0.075, and K r2 = 0.5. For the ASAM, there is no tuning variable. The primary task controller gains are used as the same as used in Case I, and the secondary task controller gains are given as K 2 = 10 for both methods. Fig. 10(c) ), the secondary task singularity measure was maintained above 0.075 as we expected. Therefore, there were no secondary task singularities.
Figures 11(a) and 11(b) depict the results of comparative analysis the norm of the secondary task errors and the norm of the secondary task algorithmic errors. From the secondary task algorithmic errors ( Fig. 11(b) ), it can be seen that the performance of the TR-method is about 9 times better than that of ASAM in terms of the algorithmic error. Although, ASAM does not contain the algorithmic singularity, the overall secondary task error is very large. In contrast, the TR-method can also prevent the algorithmic singularity and improve the secondary task performance.
Case III
The desired tasks used in Case III were almost the same as Case II, and the only difference was that the primary task radius was 0.3m. Hence, some part of the desired tasks were lying outside of the workspace and/or conflicting between the primary task and the secondary task. This brings the manipulator to encounter both/either the kinematic and/or algorithmic singularities.
Similarly, the results are compared with those of DLS method for the kinematic singularity and ASAM for the algorithmic singularity [8] .
The control frequency is the same as in Cases I and II. m 1 is set to 0.075 and σ 1 = 0.075. For the other control variables, we used the same values that were used in Cases I and II: the remaining control parameters of the TR-method, task controller gains, and the damping parameters of the DLS method.
[ Figure The results are almost the same as in Case I and Case II. These results verify that the TR-method works excellently with multiple subtasks.
The comparative results are shown in Figs. 13(a), 13(b), 13(c), and 13(d). In Fig. 13(c) , the secondary task error of the ASAM between about 40s to 60s is better than that of the TR-method. However, that region is already a kinematic singularity region. Therefore, in terms of the task priority, the secondary task error is meaningless. So, we set the algorithmic error as zero in the region of the kinematic singularity. In the TR-method, the controller tries to reconstruct the primary task without considering the secondary task error.
Experiments with spatial motions
For the general spatial motion, we executed an x-y circular trajectory which needs all joints motion.
And the experiments for three cases were also performed. Figures 14, 15, and 16 show the results, respectively. All control variables are the same as those of planar examples. As we can see in these figures, the results have a tendency similar to those of planar motions.
Note also that there is a jerky motion for the DLS method and ASAM after the singular region whereas the TR-method does not because of the intrinsic local task reconstruction characteristic of the TR-method. The TR-method may increase controller gain while other algorithms can even destabilize the system in real experiments.
[ 
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a method of avoiding the kinematic and algorithmic singularity in real-time.
The Task Reconstruction method (the TR-method in short) for the singularity avoidance enables the robot to move along a singularity-free path whose singular configurations are not known a-priori. The TR-method maximizes the task performances as well as the singularity-free motion. Basically, this was made possible because of its intrinsic characteristic of task reconstruction, rather than joint reconstruction. And the TR-method is analyzed in the viewpoint of dynamic task priority based method, which explains that the task priority is automatically assigned to improve the system stability in dangerous region and the task performance in safe region.
Compared to the conventional DLS scheme and algorithmic singularity avoidance method, the TRmethod has four advantages: 1) it does not give a step disturbance input response after the singular regions, so in real experiments, the TR-method ensures better stability with a high gain, 2) the TRmethod can deal with the kinematic and algorithmic singularities by using the same scheme, 3) the physical meaning of the tuning parameters of the TR-method is very clear, and 4) the TR-method can be extended to multiple tasks to remove all the kinematic and algorithmic singularities, recursively.
The TR-method was applied to the 7-DOF generic redundant manipulator, and the experimental results showed a better performance: around 3 times for the kinematic singularity and 9 times for the algorithmic singularity better than the existing algorithms in terms of the algorithmic error. Also, the result of Case III shows that the TR-method works excellently with multiple tasks. 
